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The report presents the stages of development 
of a computer system for monitoring the technical 
condition of the sluices with enhanced three-dimen-
sional visualization of the actual and estimated fl ow 
patterns the data for which was obtained using 3D 
laser scanner and deterministic simulation based on 
the equations of the Rossby.

Analysis of the literature and patent research 
shows that at the present stage of development of 
hydraulic engineering there are no counterparts to 
vortex shaft outletof the Medey mud dam.

The reference scheme of key parameters of 
the Medey dam vortex shaft outlet designed by 
Kazakhstan’s scientifi c school of hydraulics ena-
bles to improve them greatly and set the stage for 
the creation at the present stage of development of 
computer tomographyof innovative software prod-
ucts like hydraulic engineering design of hydraulic 
structures.

It is known that the fl ow of water in the vor-
tex shaft outlet can be described by the Navier-
Stokes equations. These equations are non-linear, 
two-phase fl ow (water + stones), the complexity 
of the boundary conditions for the pressure on the 
concrete walls of the shaft associated with the oc-
currence of the effect of «cavitation» lead to the 
mathematical problems of computational modeling 
of the fl ow on the inner surface of the shaft, which 
requires advanced search approaches to solving 
these problems.

The known experimental data allows to create 
a semi-empirical mathematical models based on the 
search for self-similarity in the vortex shaft outlet 
fl ow, taking into account the surface roughness of 
the shaft, turbulence, hydraulic effects due to the 
unique construction of the dam vortex shaft outlet 
swirlers Medey [1].

The further development of the theoretical 
foundations of technical hydrodynamics of vortex 
shaft outlet and the creation of innovative software 
products and calculate the control parameters in the 
vortex shaft outlet is an important task of modern 
technical hydrodynamics [2].

Medey mudfl ow dam originally had 90-meter 
high ridge, the capacity of the mudfl ow storage 
reservoir was 6 million cubic meters, however, as 
shown, the mudslide in 1973 had a volume of about 
5 million cubic meters, and because the water in-

takes of dam vortex shaft outlet were blocked by 
the mud at critical moments of the disaster, the res-
ervoir started to overfl ow so that there were only 
fi ve meters left to the crest of the dam. Emergency 
vortex shaft outlet of the fi rst line of the dam are on 
the left side of the dam, the total length of the tun-
nel is 540 meters from the cross-sectional area of 
16 square meters, inlet tunnel are of square section, 
vertical vortex shaft outlet is of a cylindrical shape 
with a diameter of 3,5 meters.

Tangential swirl have a unique design devel-
oped and experimentally investigated by S.M. Slis-
skiy and T.H. Akhmetov [3]. The capacity of the 
vortex shaft outlet is 30 cubic meters per second.

After the catastrophic mudslide in 1973 there 
were redundant facilities constructed in the second 
line of the dam vortex shaft outlet having the to-
tal length of the tunnel of 460 meters, the sectional 
area of   inlet tunnel, the diameter of the shaft and 
vane selected similarly to the fi rst line.The feature 
of the second line is the water intakes which are 
constructed from the bottom to the crest of mud-
fl ow dam.

Currently the Medey mud dam is reliable shield 
of the city of Almaty against formidable forces of 
nature, the capacity of mudfl ow storage reservoir 
is 12,6 million cubic meters as well as the seismic 
resistance of up to 10 on the Richter scale (Fig. 1).

It should be noted that all the experimental data 
obtained in the laboratory by the personnel of hy-
draulic structures of Kazakh Energy Research In-
stitute led by Professor T.K. Akhmetov, were col-
lected using Plexiglas models of all sizes, working 
on a «clean» water.

The left vortex shaft outlet runs in performance 
mode with a difference of 20 meters for the passage 
of the fl ow of the river Small Almaty, the construc-
tion can described as reliable and normally operated 
for nearly 40 years of operation. After the commis-
sioning of the Medey dam vortex shaft outlet no hy-
draulic studies of facilities and modes of fl ow in the 
shaft were performed.

Considering the relevance and practical utility 
of monitoring the Medey dam vortex shaft outlet, 
there was organized a research team on the basis 
of Research Institute of Mathematics and Mechan-
ics of the Al-Farabi Kazakh National University 
to carry out the funded research project «Com-
puter modeling of the vortex shaft outlet» (162/SF 
grant of Ministry of Environmental Protection for 
2013-2015), which requires to create adequate 
mathematical and computer models of the operating 
modes of the dam vortex shaft outlet Medey based 
on 3D laser scanning using advanced capabilities of 
computers for animation and rendering processes in 
the vortex shaft outlet of the Medey dam.
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Fig. 1. Medeo mud dam and spillway structures

Earlier work [4] allowed on the basis of Rossby 
equations to calculate and build,using graphic tools 
like Turbo Pascal, 3D Max, MatLab 6.5, three-di-
mensional fl ow patterns in the structural elements 
of the vortex shaft outlet of the dam Medey and 
Bes-Tube waterworks.

For example, in order to build drop structures 
of Bes -Tyube hydroengineering complex there 
was a graphical interface designed which allowed 
to interactively calculate and construct a three-di-
mensional picture of the fl ow in a spiral swirl, the 
data received was practically applied and imple-
mented in the form of a part of hydraulic structures 
of Bes –Tyube hydroengineering complex (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The fl ow pattern in the spiral swirl

The promising direction in the development 
of three-dimensional graphical visualization in the 
Republic of Kazakhstan is the use of FlowVision 
software system (Russia), the scope of which also 
applies to the modeling and visualization of three-

dimensional computer graphics techniques of fl uid 
fl ows in hydraulic structures with the defi nition of 
the drag coeffi cients for the effects of roughness. 
Model problem is the calculation and visualization 
technology FlowVision [5] hydraulic processes of 
torus-shaped swirl (Fig. 3).

The widespread use of this software system in 
Kazakhstan is hampered by lack of license for com-
munity use of Flow Vision software system without 
limiting the number of points on the supercomput-
ers of the Republic of Kazakhstan on loan. In the 
fi rst phase, the acquisition of Flow Vision software 
is performed in accordance with a special program 
of the TASIS for the students «Study student». Par-
ticipation in this program will allow the International 
Academy of Business to receive four free 2-month 
licenses software package for Flow Vision without 
limiting the number of points for projects within the 
student’s scientifi c research of students and under-
graduates of the International Academy of Business, 
however, according to the rules of the TASIS, the 
rights to publish material in the press were handed 
over to them. Currently, within the implementation 
of these projects are carried out numerical experi-
ments with simulated roughness turbulence.

Thus, the mathematical and software base in 
the fi eld of visualization and animation of hydraulic 
processes in the hydraulic structures, which allows 
in combination with 3D laser scanning to conduc-
tat the modern level the comprehensive monitor-
ing work of hydraulic structures of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan using methods of non-destructive qual-
ity control of concrete pavement dams, hydraulic 
processes in the dams, sluices, vortex shaft outlet, 
predict and evaluate the terms of trouble-free opera-
tion of hydraulic structures, there by increasing the 
safety of hydraulic engineering of hydraulic struc-
turesin case of emergencies.
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Fig. 3. The fl ow pattern in the torus-shaped swirl
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Analysis of emergencies on hydraulic struc-
tures of RK shows that the contingency operation 
of spillways causes the erosion of dam. Some meas-

ures to improve dam safety monitoring systems, in-
cluding those based on the new automated control 
system of technological process of hydraulic struc-
tures (ACSTP HS) with the features of animated 
and visualized computer simulation of operation 
modes of spillways that are created on the basis of 
laser robotic total station TOPCON GPT 3100N.

At the beginning of 90’s there were more than 
650 signifi cant hydraulic structures. The total water 
volume of the biggest conservation reservoir equals 
to 80 billion cubic meters which is used for produc-
ing electricity, water supply and irrigation. At present 
time these structures has been used for 30–40 years.

The restructuring of ownership on the hydrau-
lic structures has led to the fact that almost half of 
the hydraulic structures of the Republic of Kazakh-
stan is privately owned or unwonted. Oversight and 
monitoring function in the regions of the mudfl ow 
is performed by services SE «Kazmudfl owprotec-
tion of Emergency Ministry», the rest of the region 
is under state monitoring in the line of hydraulic 
inventory of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Diagram of distribution of dams by ownership 
types, where SP – state property; 
MP – municipal property; 
PP – private property; O – less-ownerless


